
 
 

 
PRESS RELEASE  

The U.S. Department of Defense continues standardization on Cyviz 
solutions: Contracts awarded valued at NOK 23 million (USD 2.6 million) 
in Q4 2020 
January 11, 2021 
 
Cyviz is pleased to announce contracts with the U.S. Department of Defense for Cyviz’ standardized, 
turnkey video collaboration solutions.  The total value is approximately NOK 23 million (USD 2.6 million), 
including solutions for mission-critical command & control centers with multi-year support and software 
maintenance agreements. The solutions will be delivered in the first half of 2021. 
 

 
 
Multiple departments within the U.S. Department of Defense have standardized on Cyviz software and 
hardware solutions. The contracts awarded in last quarter of 2020 include mission-critical, multi-agency 
Joint Operation Centers (JOC), Security Operation Centers (SOC), Network Operation Centers (NOC), and 
Mobile Deployable Systems. 
 

- The standardization of conference rooms, control rooms and experience centers among large 
organizations is a growing trend, and we are pleased to see the U.S. Department of Defense 
continuing standardization efforts for their most critical control rooms, comments CEO Espen 
Gylvik. 

 
The Cyviz solutions enable superior situational awareness and decision-making through the support of 
visualization of high-resolution data content from hundreds of video sources for multiple video walls.  In 
addition, the Command & Control solutions from Cyviz adhere to strict requirements for multi-
classification security, 24/7 reliability, and the integration with video conferencing systems from Cisco.  
Learn more about Cyviz Solutions for Command & Control and Operations Centers here. 
 



 
 

The Cyviz Easy Software Platform was chosen for its unique ability to provide a dynamic, integrated, and 
multi-purpose collaboration space where physical and virtual worlds co-exist. Due to the nature of 
defense operations, the Cyviz solutions are particularly relevant. With a standardized and configurable 
platform, both deployment and management are more predictable. It also allows for deployed systems 
to be monitored, supported and upgraded by a centralized team, ensuring functionality and availability 
at all times.  
 
Learn more about the Cyviz Easy Platform here. 
 
For further information please contact:   
  
Espen Gylvik, CEO  
espen.gylvik@cyviz.com     
+47 913 30 644  
  

About Cyviz  
Cyviz is a global technology provider for standardized conference rooms, control rooms and experience 
centers. Since 1998, Cyviz has empowered the digital workforce to connect, visualize, and collaborate on 
their critical data. The IT-driven turnkey solutions are easy to deploy, manage and support.  Cyviz serves 
global enterprises and governments with the highest requirements for usability, security and quality, 
that engage people, encourage collaboration, and accelerate decision-making. Cyviz is listed on Euronext 
Growth at the Oslo Stock Exchange (CYVIZ).  
 
Watch how Cyviz transforms how people work here. 
 
www.cyviz.com     
 


